A Conversation About Antitrust

What Michigan Practitioners Must Know

By Heather J. E. Simmons and Steven J. Cernak

Steve Cernak was one of the first attorneys I met when I became the law librarian for General Motors. He worked in the marketing and trade regulation practice area. I did research for him on matters relating to counterfeit auto parts. When a group of librarians and analysts were doing a big competitive intelligence project, Steve sat in on our weekly conference calls to ensure our methodology was legal and ethical.

Steve agreed to answer some questions about what general practitioners need to know about antitrust law.

— Heather J. E. Simmons

Simmons: How did you first become interested in antitrust law?

Cernak: I was a summer associate with General Motors’ legal staff after my first year at the University of Michigan Law School. Because I was getting my master’s in economics at the same time as my law degree, the folks at GM suggested I work with the antitrust lawyers. I knew nothing about antitrust—I thought it was spelled with a hyphen—but I enjoyed the work and the people, and ended up returning to the subject and GM when I graduated.

Simmons: What was your most interesting antitrust case/matter?

Cernak: The most interesting work I did was being lead counsel for GM’s Service Parts Operations. I had to learn all about the complicated business of selling parts to dealers, distributors, and mass merchandisers. As I learned more, I was better able to apply the antitrust laws and help the clients meet their business goals.

Simmons: What issues should general practitioners be aware of regarding antitrust?

Cernak: While there are plenty of potential antitrust problems in dealing with suppliers and customers, the most common and serious antitrust issues arise from dealings with competitors. If your client is doing something with a competitor—even just talking—your antennae should go up. Even if the contact ends up being fine, you and your client should document it well enough to later prove what happened—and did not happen. You need to ask such a client one question: “Why?” If the answer is that this competitor contact will help the client succeed by better serving customers, you are probably fine. If the answer is that the client will succeed by harming customers or other competitors, then you are more likely to face future trouble. You have to know your client’s business well enough to recognize which answer you are getting.

Simmons: How do you know when to call in an antitrust specialist?

Cernak: Well, certainly if you get the “bad” answer referred to in the prior question, it’s a good time to consult with someone who does antitrust work on a regular basis. If your issue raises questions about more arcane aspects of the law, like price discrimination or some of the exemptions to the antitrust laws, you probably don’t want somebody who just dabbles in the area.

Another subspecialty is merger review. The pre-merger filing requirements are more like the tax code and have their own lore that only regular practitioners understand. While many specialists work in Washington, D.C., it is simply a fallacy to think that even these complicated matters require hiring someone from D.C. There are plenty of us outside the Beltway who have that kind of experience. Clients can waste money and not get the representation they need if they overlook the great resources right here in Michigan.

Simmons: If attorneys wanted to learn more about antitrust where should they start?

Cernak: The best complete single source is Antitrust Law Developments by the American Bar Association Antitrust Section. Now in its seventh edition, this two-volume set offers concise summaries, complete coverage, and thousands of case citations if you need more detail. If you are looking for something
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shorter (and less expensive), I have two suggestions. First, the ABA Antitrust Section publishes *Frequently Asked Antitrust Questions*, a book that, as the name suggests, provides short basic answers to questions that arise most often. Finally, I think my own *Cernak’s Antitrust Simulations* from West Academic can be useful to practitioners. It summarizes important cases in key areas and provides real-world hypotheticals for students and practicing lawyers alike.

Of course, joining the State Bar’s Antitrust, Franchising & Trade Regulation Section is a great way to get to know the law and local practitioners, too.

**Simmons:** Why should law students consider practicing antitrust law or at least take a course in the subject?

**Cernak:** Let me give both a practical and philosophical answer. When I started practicing in 1989, antitrust was in the doldrums. Government enforcement was down. There were few private cases, and philosophical answer. When I started practicing in 1989, antitrust work was in the doldrums. Government enforcement was down. There were few private cases, and antitrust work was not what I thought it would be. However, I have seen tremendous growth in the area of antitrust law. There are now many antitrust cases, and the work is intellectually stimulating. It is a great way to get to know the law and local practitioners, too.

**Simmons:** What are the hot topics for antitrust specialists today?

**Cernak:** I would raise two. First, there is a series of investigations by the U.S. and several foreign governments into alleged collusion in the sale of many types of auto parts. The investigations have generated a split among the U.S. appellate courts and many articles and speeches have generated a split among the U.S. appellate courts.

Second, the question of the legality of loyalty discounts continues to bedevil courts and antitrust thinkers. These arrangements are common—If you agree to buy more from me, say 90 percent of your needs, I will give you a lower price on each one. Generally, antitrust law likes lower prices for consumers. But what if such a program is offered by a business that already has a high market share? And what if the discounts are so enticing that so many customers feel obliged to take them that competitors are foreclosed from the market? Can such low prices be bad for competition under those circumstances? These kinds of questions have generated a split among the U.S. appellate courts and many articles and speeches by antitrust specialists around the globe. But, so far, no definitive standard of analysis.
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